plugin include does not work on Tiki18 as reliably as on Tiki15

start and stop parameters are not respected

```
start="-tc~ includeon ~/tc~" stop="- tc~ includeoff ~/tc~"
```

**Workaround**

Just an idea to confirm the parser issue

Try on the included page:
and then on the other page in the PluginInclude params:

```html
start="includeon ~/tc~" stop="~tc~ includeoff"
```
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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gezza 27 Mar 18 20:14 GMT-0000

@luci thanks for the workaround suggestion!

it works, however it would require to change both the included page and the page where it is included

having a 9000+ page site it is time consuming to detect

yes, sql query could be written, but it is not trivial for non-tekkies and error prone

any other ideas? 😊

thanks again,

cheers,

gezza

gezza 28 Mar 18 20:50 GMT-0000

rolling back this commit in the Tiki 18.1 parserlib solved the problem:

https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/60555/
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